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experiments. The parameter for each of them is called ValueX and ValueY respectively. I need to call ValueX once for experiments 1, 2 and 3 (parameters x1, x2 and x3 respectively). Similarly I would like to call the ValueY parameter once for experiments 1, 2 and 3 (parameters y1, y2 and y3 respectively). Each of them should have 100 different values. Is there

a way to do this in GAMS? A: Use experiment("x1"); experiment("x2"); experiment("x3"); experiment(ValueX, ValueY, 100); You can also extend an existing experiment with experiment("x1", ValueX, 100); experiment("x2", ValueX, 100); experiment("x3", ValueX, 100); Parallel ion-molecule direct electrospray process for high-throughput screening of cation
binding to proteins. The most important problem for the development of high throughput screening (HTS) methods is the selection of a suitable experimental design. This paper describes a new HTS method based on the combination of a direct electrospray mass spectrometry (ES-MS) with ion-molecule reaction mass spectrometry (IM-MS) in an off-line fashion.

The data analysis of the experimental data was carried out using a self-developed Graphical Laboratory Application (GLA) software. Standard proteins, human serum albumin (HSA), lysozyme and RNAse A, were used to examine the proposed approach. The results showed a significant difference in the ion binding rate constants for all proteins studied. The
obtained binding rate constant for HSA was found to be 2.2+/-0.2 times faster than that observed with lysozyme, and 1.2+/-0.1 times faster than that found for RNAse A. Thus, the new methodology is reliable and may be used to investigate ion
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